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MOLO SEO is a boutique internet

marketing firm delivering local search

and social media solutions for national

and internationally based clients. Our

team’s experience represents over 65

years of internet marketing and local

sales and marketing expertise.

The time proven SEO offerings are

deployed garnering amazing results for

our clients.

MOLO SEO employs small elite groups

who are all laser-focused on helping our

clients dominate their local market.
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Molo Web Services

5010 W Carmen St

Tampa FL 33609

(813) 902-3820
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What is Local SEO?

Local SEO is the process of promoting

your web site so that it shows up when a

search is made for your product or

service on a local level. For example, if

you are a Audio Video rental business,

visit www.Google.com and type in ‘Audio

Video Equipment Rental Tampa’ The

businesses that show up on the first page

are getting the bulk of the business from

online sources. Our company helps put

your business there!
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Share I’m often faced with this question from manyShare I’m often faced with this question from many

local businesses.  Many of my clients have dabbled withlocal businesses.  Many of my clients have dabbled with

Facebook and Youtube.  Most know how to create aFacebook and Youtube.  Most know how to create a

status posting on FaceBook and search for a video onstatus posting on FaceBook and search for a video on

Youtube.  Twitter seems to be an uncomfortable topicYoutube.  Twitter seems to be an uncomfortable topic

for many business owners.  Many local business ownersfor many business owners.  Many local business owners

look at me crossed eyed when I mention the word-look at me crossed eyed when I mention the word-

Twitter.  So, how does... Twitter.  So, how does... 
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Your business can dominate the local search market if you GET MOLO!Your business can dominate the local search market if you GET MOLO!
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